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Van der Waals heterostructures meet other low-dimensional
materials. Stacking of about 1 nm thick nanosheets with out-ofplane anchor groups functionalized with fullerenes integrates this
zero-dimensional material into layered heterostructures with
well-defined chemical composition and without degrading the
mechanical properties. The developed modular and highly
applicable approach enables the incorporation of other lowdimensional materials, e.g. nanoparticles or nanotubes, into
heterostructures significantly extending the possible building
blocks.
Molecular assembly of materials with precise control over their
chemical composition, thickness and structure is in the focus of
physical, chemical and materials science research already for many
years.1-9 This interest is motivated by engineering materials with
controlled functionalities on demand. To this end, various
techniques have been developed. Typical examples are LangmuirBlodgett (LB) technique, layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly, and selfassembled monolayers (SAMs). They have been widely used to
assemble zero- and one-dimensional (0D, 1D) materials such as
small molecules, nanoparticles, biomolecules, polyelectrolytes and
nanotubes/-wires.1-8 With the demonstration of free-standing
atomically or single-molecularly thick sheets,10-12 stacking them
vertically in a chosen way serves as a new technique to create
designed artificial materials, so-called van der Waals (vdW)
heterostructures.9,13,14 Combination of these 2D sheets including
graphene, hexagonal boron nitride or metal chalcogenides have led
to mechanically stable heterostructures with a high potential for
applications in sensors and flexible electronics.9,15 Recent research

efforts have also been focused on the developing of various
covalent and non-covalent functionalization approaches to combine
16-20
2D sheets with 0D and 1D materials.
However, it remains a
major challenge to assemble stable stacks of 0D/1D materials with
2D sheets without degrading the mechanical properties of the
pristine sheets. Non-covalent interactions, such as van der Waals
interactions and π-π stacking, are not strong enough to stably
immobilize 0D/1D materials on 2D sheets. Thus the adhered
materials can be easily removed by solvent rinsing or even with
16,19,20
time and by environmental moisture.
On the other hand,
strong covalent interactions require a change in the integral
structure of 2D sheets, which degrade their initial mechanical
properties.
In this work, we present a modular and broadly applicable route to
create hybrid vdW heterostructures made of individual ~1 nm thick
single molecular sheets, Janus nanomembranes (JNMs),13,21 which
have well-defined anchor groups on their opposite sides, see Figure
1, and other low-dimensional materials. JNMs are generated via
electron irradiation of 4’-nitro-1,1’-biphenyl-4-thiol (NBPT) SAMs
resulting in their crosslinking via formation of lateral covalent bonds
and simultaneous conversion of the terminal nitro groups into
amino groups22 and the subsequent release from the original
substrates via the poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) assisted
transfer process.23,24 The upper side of the JNM has amino groups
(N-side) and the lower side has sulfur species (S-side), see Figure 1c;
both sides can be independently and chemically functionalized.21
Using chemical functionalization of JNMs with the desired building
blocks on their one or both faces and subsequent stacking, hybrid
vdW heterostructures can be assembled. In our proof-of-concept
experiments, we utilize 0D carbon − fullerene C60 − as a functional
nanomaterial and covalently bind to the amino groups of JNMs; we
also demonstrate functionalization of the S-side with Au
nanoparticle (NPs), see Figure 1d. We fabricate heterostructure
stacks of the C60–JNM hybrid and characterize their structural,
chemical and mechanical properties by optical microscopy, helium
ion microscopy (HIM), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and
mechanical bulging tests. To make the S-side of JNMs accessible for
post-modification under various experimental conditions, a
universal flip-over procedure for JNMs was developed.
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the heterostructure assembly. a) Formation of a NBPT SAM on a gold substrate. b) Electron
irradiation induced crosslinking and reduction of the terminal nitro groups into amino groups. c) Formation of a free-standing JNM with the
terminal N- and S-faces. d) Functionalization of the N- and S-faces with C60 and AuNP, respectively. e) Assembly of a (C60–JNM)n (here n=3)
hybrid heterostructure by mechanical stacking. Color code for atoms: black − carbon, grey − hydrogen, blue − nitrogen, green − sulfur, and
red − oxygen.

Figure 2. XPS characterization. a) JNM on the original gold substrate. b) C60–JNM on the original gold substrate. C60–JNM
monolayer/multilayer after transfer onto 285 nm SiO2/Si (monolayer c), bilayer d) and trilayer e)). Intensities of the S2p and N1s spectra
were multiplied by 7.
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To assemble C60–JNM heterostructures, we synthesized JNMs on
gold substrates (JNM/Au), immobilized C60 onto the N-side of the
JNMs, and stacked the C60–JNM hybrids on top of each other. The
successful immobilization of C60 onto JNM/Au was confirmed by
XPS. Figure 2a shows the XP spectra of a JNM/Au. The C1s signal
consists of several peaks with binding energies (BEs) at 284.2 eV
and 285.3 eV, which are due to the aromatic carbon and the C-S/CN bonds, respectively; and the aromatic shake-up satellites at 287 24
290 eV. The N1s signal at 399.3 eV is characteristic for amino
groups. The S2p signal shows the presence of two sulfur species
with the S2p3/2 BEs at 162.0 and 163.2 eV, which are due to
25
thiolates and sulfides/disulfides formed upon irradiation,
respectively. The effective thickness of a JNM calculated from the
26
attenuation of the Au4f7/2 signal is about 1.1 nm. In Figure 2b the
XP spectra of a JNM with C60 grafted to the amino groups are
27
presented.
The successful grafting is confirmed by the
corresponding changes of the respective XP signals. The total
intensity of the C1s signal increases by ~ 30% and a new N1s peak at
27-29
The
~ 400.3 eV appears due to the formation of C-N bonds.
intensity ratio between this peak and the total N1s intensity is ~
30%, which indicates the percentage of the amino groups on
forming chemical bonds with C60. Intensity of the S2p signal
decreases showing an increase of the hybrid thickness (see Table S1
for thickness change).
To demonstrate that C60–JNMs can be released from their original
substrate and further used for fabrication of the heterostructures,
we tested their transfer onto 285 nm SiO2/Si substrates by the
24
PMMA assisted process. These substrates were chosen as they
enable the observation of JNMs by optical interference (see Fig.
14
S1a). Figure 2c shows XP spectra of the transferred C60–JNM. The
characteristics of the XP signals are similar to those of the pristine
C60–JNM/Au. A slight increase of the C1s peak at ~288.3 eV is
observed, which is most likely due to the presence of some PMMA
30
residuals after the transfer. The S2p3/2 signal at 162.0 eV
disappears and the intensity of the S2p3/2 signal at 163.2 eV
increases significantly due to the transformation of thiolates into
sulfides/disulfides or into unbound thiols during the transfer
21
process. A new doublet appears with S2p3/2 at 167.2 eV caused by
31
the oxidation of thiolates/sulfide/disulfides to sulfonic group.
Note that the sulfonic group is negatively charged in water, which
can be used for the functionalization of the S-side of JNMs by
electrostatic interactions.
2
For the fabrication of cm -sized patterned C60–JNM
heterostructures on 285 nm SiO2/Si, a simple method was applied.
C60–JNM sheets on Au/mica substrates were cut with scissors into
rectangular stripes of width ~0.5 cm and then the sheets were
transferred onto the Si-wafer by putting them on top of each
another in different orientations. This procedure leads to the
formation of regions with either no, one, two or three sheets
(Figure S1a). Note that the uniform contrast within the areas with
varying numbers of C60–JNM sheets reflects their homogeneous
thickness.
As only the electron irradiated areas of NBPT SAMs are converted
into JNMs and there is no lateral crosslinking between molecules in
the non-irradiated areas, it is possible by selective electron
irradiation to pattern JNMs, functionalize them with C60 and then
transfer the patterned C60–JNM onto a new substrate (Figure S1b).

Such a procedure makes it possible to produce the JNM-based
hybrids in any shape without additional resist materials either by
using electron irradiation through stencil masks, as in this
experiment, or by standard electron beam lithography.
The assembled heterostructure stacks were characterized by XPS.
We found no significant changes in the shapes of C1s, S2p and N1s
signals for the bi-layer and the tri-layer of C60–JNM (Figure 2d and
2e), which indicate that each layer has a similar chemical
composition. The obtained effective thickness of the bi-layer and
tri-layer stacks is ~3.7 nm and ~5.4 nm, respectively, which confirms
further homogeneous contributions of each layer to the total
structure. This homogeneity benefits from the high reproducibility
by functionalization of mechanically stable JNMs, which is difficult
to achieve employing the layer-by-layer growth on conventional
32-34
SAMs.
To quantitatively characterize the mechanical properties of
individual C60–JNMs and their heterostructures, they were studied
by mechanical bulge tests. To this end, the sheets were transferred
onto a silicon substrate with an array of square shaped orifices.
Figure 3a shows a helium ion microscopy (HIM) image of a C60–JNM
hybrid. An orifice with the spanned C60–JNM is observed (marked
with “freestanding”), which indicates that the hybrid can support its
own weight and preserve its mechanical integrity. Apart from the
large homogeneous area, some wrinkles or ruptures (Figure 3b-3c)
are observed, which are typical for mechanically robust
10
nanosheets. Figure 3d shows a homogeneous freestanding
JNM/(C60–JNM)3 heterostructure spanning over an orifice with
2
dimensions of 40×44 µm . The heterostructure in Figure 3e shows
some wrinkles, which increase the imaging contrast and help to
identify the freestanding membrane by HIM. Note that only the
homogeneous structures as in Figure 3d were employed for bulge
tests with an atomic force microscope (AFM). To assure that the
interaction between a (C60–JNM)n and an AFM tip is the same as
that for an individual JNM, a JNM was placed on top of the
respective heterostructures forming the JNM/(C60–JNM)n stacks.
The testing was performed by adjusting an AFM tip to the
35,36
as schematically shown in Figure 3f.
nanomembrane center,
Different N2 pressure is applied beneath the membrane, and its
corresponding deflection is then recorded by AFM. Figure 3g shows
a typical pressure-deflection curve for a JNM/(C60–JNM)2
heterostructure (see Figure S2 for JNM, C60–JNM and JNM/(C60–
JNM)n, n = 1 and 3). By fitting multiple curves to a pressure35,36
deflection equation for rectangular/square membranes,
Young’s
modulus (EYoung) can be extracted (Figure 3h and Table S1). First, we
compare the mechanical properties of pristine JNM with C60–JNM.
To this end, the in-plane elastic modulus (E2d) has to be considered.
37 - 39
It equals to EYoung multiplied by the thickness of the sheet. The
obtained E2d values for JNM (9.9±1.7 N/m) and C60–JNM (11.6±1.7
N/m) are of the same magnitude, which shows that the mechanical
robustness of a JNM is not diminished upon its covalent
functionalization. Next, we compare the mechanical properties
37
multilayer stacks considering the respective EYoung values. EYoung
for JNM/(C60–JNM)1, JNM/(C60–JNM)2 and JNM/(C60–JNM)3 are
7.5±1.8 GPa, 7.2±1.3 GPa and 8.7±1.5 GPa, respectively (Figure 3h).
It can be clearly seen that within the measurement accuracy the
Young’s moduli of the JNM(C60–JNM)n (n = 1, 2 and 3)
heterostructures have similar values demonstrating that the
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Figure 3. Helium ion microscopy (HIM) imaging of C60–JNM heterostructures and their mechanical properties. a) HIM image of a C60–JNM
2
on a Si substrate with orifices. An orifice with dimensions 40×44 µm is marked here as “free-standing”. b) Magnified HIM image of the C60–
JNM boundary; the corresponding place is marked in (a) with an arrow. c) Magnified HIM image of the central part of the C60–JNM; the
corresponding place is marked in (a) with an arrow. In (d) and (e) HIM images of an JNM-(C60–JNM)3 heterostructure spanning a Si window
are shown. In (d) the nanomembrane is homogeneous whereas in (e) a fold can be recognized. f) A schematic diagram of the bulge test setup. g) Typical pressure-deflection curves for a JNM-(C60–JNM)2 heterostructure. h) Young’s moduli of JNM, C60–JNM and JNM-(C60–JNM)n (n
=1, 2, and 3).

Figure 4. JNMs functionalized with Au nanoparticles on the S-face. Helium ion microscope images acquired in the secondary electron (SE)
mode and scanning transmission ion modes (STIM). a) SE image of JNMs functionalized with 55 nm Au nanoparticles and transferred onto a
grid. b) and c) STIM images show that the nanoparticles are uniformly distributed with an average coverage of ~15%. d) SE image of JNMs
functionalized with 16 nm Au nanoparticles and transferred onto a grid. e) and f) STIM images showing that the nanoparticles are uniformly
distributed with an coverage of ~50%. Dark areas (see the arrow in Figure e) are residues from sample preparation.
To show that for the assembly of hybrid heterostructures also the Sside of JNMs can be employed, we studied its functionalization with
Au NPs (Figure 1c, Figure 4). Negatively charged Au NPs with sizes

of ~55 and 16 nm were used to this end. As the S-side of a JNM due
to the presence of sulfonic groups is also negatively charged, a
positively
charged
adhesive
polyelectrolyte
layer
of
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poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) was added to immobilize
the negatively charged Au NPs. We employed scanning transmission
ion microscopy (STIM) to image the hybrid nanomembranes
suspending hexagonal grids (~ 25 µm) with the functionalized S-side
oriented upwards. From statistical analysis we estimate the average
coverage of the 55 and 16 nm-sized Au NPs on JNMs to be ~15%
and ~50%, respectively, showing that the coverage correlates with
the NP size. As a wide variety of materials can be immobilized by
2
electrostatic interactions, this strategy provides a flexible route to
incorporate different materials into JNM-based hybrids. The
modification of the S-side of JNMs with above-described method
needs PMMA as a protection layer, which restricts the modification
to conditions compatible with this layer. In case such a layer cannot
be employed, the JNM can also be flipped over and transferred
onto a new solid substrate where the originally bottom S-side
becomes to be the terminal one (Figure S3-5).

Conclusions
In summary, we have presented a modular and highly
2
applicable approach for the assembly of cm -sized vdW hybrid
heterostructures. This approach is based on the utilization of
~1 nm thick bifacial and mechanically stable JNMs, their
chemical functionalization and subsequent stacking into
layered heterostructures. In the present study the
heterostructures of JNMs with C60 and gold nanoparticles were
investigated.
The
possibility
of
bifacial
chemical
functionalization of JNMs paves the way to hybrid vdW
heterostructures with a variety of other 0D and 1D materials.
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